Endoscopic ultrasound-guided therapy of a rectal Dieulafoy lesion

A 68-year-old man with stage IV renal cell adenocarcinoma was admitted for severe lower gastrointestinal bleeding and hemodynamic instability. After blood transfusion, colonoscopy revealed fresh blood in the rectum and sigmoid colon but no apparent lesions. At 4 days after admission, the patient experienced another episode of severe bleeding. A repeat colonoscopy showed active pulsatile bleeding from an exposed vessel without mucosal ulceration, consistent with a Dieulafoy lesion located 3 cm above the anal verge. An endoscopically administered epinephrine injection (1:10,000) stopped the bleeding. After 5 days, recurrence of bleeding was noted from the treated vessel but it ceased with appropriate placement of two hemoclips and another epinephrine injection. However, in spite of this endoscopic treatment, 4 days later the patient had re-bleeding. Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided vascular treatment was planned prior to considering surgical treatment (Video 1). The ultrasonographic view showed a persistently wide-caliber vessel, that is, without any sign of tapering, coursing directly toward the mucosal surface (Fig. 1) with arterial flow (Fig. 2). Under EUS guidance, the rectal wall was punctured the needle tip directed toward the vessel (Fig. 3) and 6 mL of 2% polidocanol was injected, with cessation of bleeding (Fig. 4). Subsequently, the patient did not experience any new bleeding episodes and was discharged, however, 2 months later he passed away following progression of his oncologic disease.

Endoscopic treatment of bleeding Dieulafoy lesions, with epinephrine injection or hemoclips, should be attempted before considering surgery [1, 2]. Successful EUS-guided treatment has been described for gastric [3] and duodenal [4] Dieulafoy lesions but to our knowledge it has never been reported for rectal lesions. In this setting, EUS allowed accurate identification of the source of bleeding and precise delivery of the thrombotic agent into the target vessel. This treatment offers a new option for minimally invasive treatment before surgery [4].

**Video 1**

The submucosal wide-caliber vessel is seen reaching the mucosal surface. After confirmation of arterial flow in the vessel, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided injection of 2% polidocanol was carried out with disappearance of the Doppler signal.
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Fig. 4 a Polidocanol 2% was injected, creating a submucosal cushion (the area between the two arrows).
b The submucosal cushion (arrows) has increased in size following completion of the injection with disappearance of the Doppler signal in the vessel.